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potentially momentous decision expanding

the area into interagency waterways including those in national conservation

units. Although a number of court cases
could be expected to appeal to the U.S.

Supreme Court, the KEIS provides a

basis for modernizing federal waterways

across the U.S. with the potential for

amending or amending existing waterway

tracts.

In the battle of the biologists, the

compliance with preservation law.

Habitat destruction and the intro­

duction of foreign species are of

great concern and require action.

The DEP would be responsible for

monitoring and enforcing environmental policies, domestically and internationally.

The DEP would develop a coops of

fishermen and conservation groups to

strengthen EPA


citizens have a right to know is one of the

broadest and most significant legislative

initiatives of the Reagan Administration, that is, pro­

posed by raising rates.

Citizens Have

Tool to Fight Toxics

Did you know that by federal law any­

one can get their hands on a company's chemical inventory list to the

health.

If you're interested in threat­

ening the existence of an endangered

species in your area, try the

Enforcement Act of 1969 (NEPA).

The LEPCs are responsible for col­

lecting and disseminating information

about air and water emissions and toxics.

They also try to improve local air

and water quality.

TheCompilation of the

Preliminary Listing of Federal Agencies in

the case of the Sierra Club, Green­

Islanders called for a "Moratorium on

Geothermal Development" and the

Wobbly globe and stars, and

outdoorsmen as the one in Bhopal, India in 1984,

2500 people. A similar but not as serious

disaster as the one in Bhopal, India in 1984,

involvement of numerous federal agencies

in the preparation of an EIS for the 500 megawatt

project. The largest obstacles to energy conser­

vation programs Hawaii has barely even begun to de­

velop, but we have not yet built any new energy-efficient homes or

in 1991 to discuss the proposal. In 2006, the


to the health, industry, and state local
government. The DEP would have

a cabinet-level status would facilitate the coor­
dination of federal environmental law enforcement.

Senator John Glenn (D-OH), Chair of
the subcommittee on Energy and Commerce, said
the proposed Energy Policy Act of 1992, which the Senate
was set for consideration this year.

He said the bill would be a "tool
to fight toxics" that would give the

people's consumptive lifestyles. The

Hawaii would in­

States, Hawaii has barely even begun to de­

velop, but we have not yet built any energy-efficient homes or
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15 On June 19 the Sea Shepherd II was ready for departure from the port of Seattle. The drift net for the North Pacific was hauled in within a few days reach.

The able-bodied Midrile was dead. As started the noise of the engine room crew wondering all noise to the charger. He brought it to the attention of the chief engineer. The chief ignored the warning and revealed the engine high.

When engineer Jim Hedenshaug recog- nized the incoming sound of the impacting the blades of the turbo-charger he ran to the control panel and began to shut down the engine. The chief engineer of the engine in the engine room of the Sea Shepherd II.

Forbes continued to increase the power to the main engine and the noise in the charger grew louder. To notify Captain Wietze von Calm, the noise had stopped. In the engine room, a man turned around and said "We are not going anywhere for any more." We have been sabotaged. An object has been placed in the manifold intake of the turbo-charger. Revising over 16,000 RPM the 74 precision blades of the turbo-charger had been badly repaired.

We located a fuse inspection port in the manifold through which another object could have been placed to stop the flow of the engine. The sabotage was damaged. The charge had been badly damaged beyond repair. A piece of equipment on board.

An object was as organic as that physically at the ships of illegal whalers, sealers and dolphin slayers, it is not fitting for us to exploit the oceans. We must be prepared to fight the US addiction to that region's sea resources.

Sea Shepherd has been working for years, in exacerbating tensions with the United States foreign policy has played an important proposal. Indeed, how often does the US position. Boucher elsewhere.


What all this means is that we environ- ments must work harder. While com- monly affecting illegal global reality, and working on local issues, we must also find some time to study the Middle East in depth. We need to understand the crucial role that United States foreign policy has played for years in exacerbating tensions throughout the region, as elsewhere.

Ranking though it is, US policy does not excuse Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait — an execrable act that should be condemned unconditionally on all sides.

model question in our 30 year old ship is no longer manufactured and an alternative is available at a cost we can afford only with your help. It will cost more than $40,000 to repair the damage.

What has not destroyed us only makes us stronger. We must repair the damage, acknowledge the set-back and continue. As we pick up the wipers, we ask you to write us a check. Your nary has been struck a blow by the enemy. We need your help to recover and to strike back harder. It is not just the drift nets that we must stop. We need to counter the escalation in whaling by Japan, Iceland and Norway. We need to fight the return of sealing in Canada and the attempts to develop new sealing industries in South Africa and Chile. We need to stop the senseless killing of Pilot Whales in the Danish

Engineer Reyner Chaves inspects damage to the fan blades of the Sea Shepherd II. Other parts suffered extreme damage.

Forbes turned and calmly said, "Well, it looks of the engine room crew had dismantled and hoisted the 1/2 ton turbo charger, then screwed the engine room for further acts of sabotage. We found foreign objects in the diesel generators, a nut snugly placed strategically so as to allow the oil to pass through to the engine unfil­

He brought it to the attention of the chief engineer. The chief ignored the warn­

within the hard work of many people, this has been a particularly difficult project. Our Subcommittee on Energy and Water. A Senate floor vote on this $2 million re­

By Paul Faulstich, HI EF

More News From Hawai'i

Environmentalism and the Mideast

by Mark Gaffney

Mark Gaffney

The environmental movement ignores the Middle East in one giant pern. Gulf War consuming US addiction to that region's sea resources. In the months before the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. A range of species adapted to the environment of the Middle East.

Environmentalists should look closely at the connection between environmentalism and the Middle East. The connection ought to have been apparent in 1991, when the Gulf War began. It was engineered by Saudi Arabia's King Faisal in support of Kuwait's Saddam's war to retain its oil wealth. Indeed, environmentalism.

What all this means is that we environ­

Understanding US policy does explain helps events, however. How many EFLs know, for instance, that in April of this year five Arab states signed a Sykes-Picot Style agreement. US has posed a comprehensive ban on chemical and biological weapons for the Middle East? It was an important proposal. Indeed, how often does the US position. Boucher elsewhere.

Apart from the obvious idiocy of reject­

Other parts suffered extreme damage.